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Abstract: ‘Predatory publishing’ refers to conditions under which gold open access academ-
ic publishers claim to conduct peer review and charge for their publishing services but do not, 
in fact, actually perform such reviews. Most prominently exposed in recent years by Jeffrey 
Beall, the phenomenon garners much media attention. In this article, we acknowledge that 
such practices are deceptive but then examine, across a variety of stakeholder groups, what 
the harm is from such actions to each group of actors. We find that established publishers 
have a strong motivation to hype claims of predation as damaging to the scholarly and scien-
tific endeavour while noting that, in fact, systems of peer review are themselves already 
acknowledged as deeply flawed. 
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1. Open Access and Predatory Publishing 

Over the past twenty years, the open access movement has sought to make aca-
demic research freely available to read and to re-use online (Suber 2012; Willinsky 
2006; Eve 2014). Although hardly unanimously accepted as a good thing (Golumbia 
2016), this has begun a reconfiguration of publisher business models, particularly 
under the ‘gold’ route, where a publisher makes work openly accessible (Jisc 2016). 
Indeed, the logic often runs that if one cannot sell a product to libraries, because it is 
already free, one should sell a service to academic authors, institutions, and funders. 
This is the origin of the article processing charge (APC) business model for gold 
open access (OA) (although note that APCs are not the only business model for gold 
open access. See Look and Pinter 2010; Eve 2015). 

Alongside the rise of article processing charges there has been a prominent argu-
ment that the specifics of this business model cause a type of ‘predatory’ publisher to 
emerge. Such publishers, it is argued, profit from APCs while failing to conduct the 
basic quality checks that are expected from systems of academic peer review. While 
Suber has argued, to the contrary, that there is a potential for open access publica-
tions using the APC model to be more selective (since they do not have to fill an is-
sue for sale to subscribers), the general logic of such predatory behaviour is claimed 
to be one of cashing in (Suber 2010, 117). 
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The most famous denouncer of these predatory practices is undoubtedly the librarian 
Jeffrey Beall, whose list of questionable publishers was vigorously maintained until its 
disappearance from the Internet in early 2017. From his writing, we can infer that 
Beall’s motivation was a political dislike of certain aspects of open access. In a 2013 
article, he wrote: “While the open-access (OA) movement purports to be about mak-
ing scholarly content open-access, its true motives are much different. The OA 
movement is an anti-corporatist movement that wants to deny the freedom of the 
press to companies it disagrees with”. Such a stance separated Beall even from the 
usually-conservative Scholarly Kitchen website and also prompted a number of coun-
ter-studies (Esposito 2013; Berger and Cirasella 2015). There have also, since this 
time, been two ‘sting’ operations on publishers to determine how fraudulent their be-
haviour actually is, as well as some critiques of these studies (Bohannon 2013; Buck-
land et al. 2013; Sorokowski et al. 2017). Despite criticisms of Beall’s list spanning 
many years (Crawford 2014), and its subsequent closure, his work lives on in a new 
subscription database launched in 2017 that can be purchased by academic libraries 
(Silver 2017). 

In this article, we want to examine the question of who is actually harmed by the 
practices of predatory publishers, for it is not actually so straightforward as a mere 
‘predatory’ vs. ‘reputable’ divide might imply. The question is ensconced within 
broader thinking about the evaluative cultures for research in academia and the ways 
in which the academy uses proxies of prestige to denote quality (Oswald 2006; Suber 
2008; Moore et al. 2017). Indeed, we contend in this article that if the label of ‘preda-
tion’ is predicated upon a non-provision of peer review, then the soundness of peer 
review itself must be questioned. Examining the literature upon the general efficacy 
of pre-publication peer review does not lead us to believe that such practices are 
good pre-determiners of academic quality. Nonetheless, peer review remains valued 
by the academy, despite its inefficacy, since it performs a labour-saving function that 
is tightly coupled to academic reputations. 

1.1. Basic Predicates and Suppositions 

A number of basic predicates and suppositions underpin our argument here. The first 
of these is that predatory publishers are real, even if the terminology in question 
comes with a strongly accusatory tone. For instance, others have instead used the 
term “pseudojournals” or noted that predation is not one-way (McGlynn 2013; Sham-
seer and Moher 2017). Nonetheless, there are publishers that purport to conduct 
peer-review and to have academic oversight in place, but whose true purpose is 
merely to extract an APC from authors and/or institutions, and we will continue to use 
the extant language of predation (Shen and Björk 2015). Such publications may have 
editorial boards composed of either fake (that is, non-existent) academics, academ-
ics who are unaware that they are being listed, or academics who have consented to 
be listed but are unaware that the journals are predatory. Such practices are decep-
tive and possibly fraudulent under the sales and advertising laws of many jurisdic-
tions. 

Conversely, such publishers do also provide a service to the authors who choose 
to publish with them. Often, these services are not commensurate with the level of 
service provided by traditional academic publishers, even when it is deceptively 
claimed that this is the case. For instance, it is unclear what the digital preservation 
practices of these entities may be. However, in the basic sense of publishing as 
‘making public’, such journals do offer a venue in which one may ‘publish’. This in-
volves running an infrastructure for digital publication and being able/willing to per-
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form some basic labour functions. In this sense, even predatory publishing requires 
labour that must, under the current paradigm, be remunerated. However, it has also 
been shown that these publication venues are extremely low cost and “can be as-
sumed to have modest annual incomes” (Xia 2015). 

In light of the above, it is not uncontroversial to claim that there is harm to authors 
who are ‘duped’ into publishing with such predatory actors. Certainly, those paying 
for a service that they believe includes peer review are being conned. The main de-
mographic for authors in such venues are “for the most part, young and inexperi-
enced researchers from developing countries” (Xia et al. 2015). On the other hand, 
there have been claims that the entire economic system of much academic publish-
ing – even under non-open access models – is one that hoodwinks academics into 
writing works that nobody can afford to read (The Guardian 2015; Reilly 2015). 

There are, however, a set of broader arguments about the damage done by these 
entities that we here wish to contest. For instance, when speaking of the harm done 
to authors through publishing in such venues, we argue that this is often based upon 
an implicit indirect reputational harm; that is, that such venues will not fare well when 
pitted against hiring, promotion, and tenure panels in the global North. There are also 
assertions in the afore-cited literature that the scientific record and/or public under-
standing of science/truth is damaged by the actions of these publishers. We here ar-
gue that these claims are contestable and that they say more about the inadequacies 
of those systems of review (and public understandings of science) than they do about 
the predatory publishers themselves. We argue this through reference to the harm 
done, or otherwise, to a range of stakeholder groups: academic authors; academic 
hiring, promotion, and tenure committees; general publics; funders; learned societies; 
librarians; and traditional academic publishers. 

1.2. Peer Review and Evaluative Labour Time 

Leaving aside the dishonesty of claiming to conduct nonexistent peer review, in order 
to understand the difficulties with predatory publishing, one must understand the 
benefits but also limitations of peer review. For the two sides of predatory publishing 
consist of a fraud perpetrated upon authors (by falsely claiming to conduct review for 
a fee) and a fraud perpetrated upon readers (by falsely labelling work in the venue as 
reviewed). How serious the second act of fraud is depends upon how solid peer re-
view actually is. 

In terms of its limitations, peer review is very bad at predictively spotting excellent 
work, even when conducted by researchers within their own sub-fields (Smith 2006; 
Eyre-Walker and Stoletzki 2013; Moore et al. 2017). It should also be considered that 
there are significant differences between peer-review processes in different disci-
plines (Walker and Rocha da Silva 2015). Peer review is a heterogeneous term that 
is ill-defined and barely standardised. For instance, in much academic research-book 
publishing it is not uncommon for contracts to be issued on the basis of a proposal, 
with a lighter review of the full manuscript. This means that criteria for what consti-
tutes ‘excellence’ varies across disciplinary boundaries, but also within fields. Alt-
hough almost every academic has an anecdote about how positive review comments 
or criticism have helped to improve work, as we have previously shown, when peer 
review is used as a gatekeeping process there are examples of both false negatives 
and false positives within this realm (Moore et al. 2017). 

For an example of false negatives, consider that Campanario (2009) and Gans 
and Shepherd (1994) each examined instances of Nobel-prize winning work being 
rejected from elite journals. Further, Campanario and several others have shown that 
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papers that were originally rejected have gone on to be among the most cited works 
in particular fields (Campanario 1993; 1996; Campanario and Acedo 2007; Siler et al. 
2015). Given that most rejected manuscripts do end up being published elsewhere 
anyway, this is not surprising (Moore et al. 2017). 

More distressingly, there are also examples of claimed false positives within the 
system. For example, Peters and Ceci (1982) conducted an experiment in which they 
disguised recently-accepted articles as new submissions and fed them back to the 
same journals. Only 8% of these re-submissions were detected as plagiarism, but 
90% were rejected for methodological and other reasons by journals that had previ-
ously accepted them. 1982 is, of course, a long time ago. It is also unclear whether 
this pattern would be repeated across other disciplinary spaces were it tested. 

However, given that these flaws in peer review are so evident, it is surprising that 
systems of double-blind or single-blind review remain in use, although there are rea-
sons why changing systems of anonymity can also be problematic (Eve 2013). In-
deed, it is certainly the case elsewhere that the value of non-peer-reviewed material 
has been recognised. For instance, the rise of preprints in many disciplines is indica-
tive of new structures of value (Kiley 2017; The Economist 2017). It is strange, then, 
as David Wojick has noted, that so many anxieties about predatory publishing (that 
is: a system that disregards peer review, though deceptively) have emerged so 
strongly at a time when others are bestowing fresh value upon non-peer-reviewed 
material (Burdick 2017; Wojick 2017). Others have argued that what is wrong here is 
the labelling of non-peer-reviewed material as though it has been through that pro-
cess (Anderson 2017). Yet if we accept that peer-review is deeply flawed as a gate-
keeping mechanism, as above, then there are serious problems with such an idea. 

We contend that the reasons that peer review does remain in use are to do with 
labour. (On how the growth in scientific production may threaten academics’ capacity 
to handle the demand for peer review in the biomedical sciences, see Kovanis et al. 
2016.) Specifically, there is a shortage of evaluative labour available to hiring, promo-
tion, and tenure committees. Academic hiring panels often have a candidate pool of 
several hundred applicants to a single position. The labour of individually evaluating 
every single one of these applicants on their own research merits – for example, if 
they all had a research monograph in the humanities – would be extraordinary. In-
deed, in the hypothetical situation that we here sketch, it could take a hiring panel an 
entire year just to read all of the candidates’ research artefacts. To avoid this evalua-
tive labour, panels often resort to proxy measures such as journal brand, press 
name, or Impact Factor (for a critique of the Impact Factor, see Brembs et al. 2013). 

Clearly, the use of these proxy measures is poor academic practice. In its aggre-
gation, resorting to such proxies disallows for variance between the container (jour-
nal/press) and the contents (article/book). Good publishers can publish bad work and 
bad publishers can publish good work. This is assured by the pragmatics of universi-
ty publishing that currently allow academics to submit their work wherever they like. 
Indeed, statements such as the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment 
(DORA) have been formulated to attempt to disavow such flawed evaluation tech-
niques in order to give academics greater freedom to publish in open access venues 
(American Society for Cell Biology et al. 2013). 

Yet the systems of peer review that are clearly flawed continue to be used, since 
there is a belief that publication brand through rigorous filtering correlates with scarci-
ty. That is to say, it is believed that peer review by other entities – a kind of “outsourc-
ing” of academic evaluation (Smith 2013; Waters 2001) – can be used as a substitute 
in individual panel situations. For instance, if it is believed that only one in several 
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hundred submissions will appear as articles in a certain journal, then that journal can 
act as a direct substitute for the exact hiring situation that we presented above. As a 
result, publications act as a type of currency within a symbolic exchange paradigm 
where they can be traded into a real-world material economy of jobs, salaries, bene-
fits and so on for those who can accrue such symbolic capital. 

Symbolic capital associated with scholarly journals is not exempt from the pro-
cesses involved in the more general development of brand trust online. Younger and 
independent publishers and journals do face significant challenges in guaranteeing 
success in building ‘brand trust’. Marketing research on the factors that influence 
brand trust online could be applied to appreciate how legacy publishers might benefit 
from disallowing a variance between containers and contents (Ha 2004). Indeed, the 
diverse ways in which people build brand online has led to various diverse criteria for 
judging whether journals are ‘predatory’ or otherwise, with little centralised consen-
sus (Shamseer et al. 2017). 

These frames of the inefficacy of peer review and the labour-shortage paradigms 
of hiring panels in evaluative cultures are the backdrop to the debate against which 
predatory publishing emerges. The question then becomes: if peer review was of 
questionable good in the first place, but we are still using it to evaluate research 
work, then who is actually harmed by predatory publishing? 

2. Evaluating the Harm to Different Participant Groups 

To recap: against the above context, we propose to evaluate the harm to the follow-
ing stakeholder groups, in this order: academic authors; academic hiring, promotion, 
and tenure committees; general publics; funders; learned societies; librarians; and 
traditional academic publishers.  

2.1. Academic Authors 

Academic authors choose to publish in specific venues for a variety of reasons. 
Some of these are to do with dissemination (e.g. is the venue accessible to those 
outside the academy?) Others have to do with prestige and reputation, often linked to 
discourses on quality (Starbuck 2014). As above, if a venue claims to conduct peer 
review but does not, there is an intrinsic harm of fraud at work that will not be mitigat-
ed by other arguments. This is both a financial and reputational harm to the author, 
who will not have been provided with a service that has been advertised. That said, 
academics who publish in an open-access venue that achieves the former set of 
conditions (i.e. disseminates their work so that anybody can read it) but that does not 
fulfil the latter (i.e. there are fraudulent peer review practices) can see benefit or harm 
in different ways. 

Through having their work available openly (and most predatory publishers are 
open access, even if most open access journals are not predatory), there are a range 
of advantages that are discussed in the aforementioned literatures on the histories of 
open access. This open dissemination can often be achieved through these predato-
ry platforms at a cost level that is much lower than traditional academic publication 
channels. At the same time, if authors seek reputational credit for their work – one of 
the core drivers of academic productivity – they are likely to be harmed by publishing 
in predatory venues. In other words: the degree of harm depends upon the author’s 
motivations in publishing. This likelihood of harm to an author is in large part due to 
the continued problematic use of tenuous measures for evaluation by hiring panels, 
and it greatly depends upon the quality of the work as to whether or not the harm 
here is justified. 
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If the author publishes sub-standard work, then it does not deserve institutional re-
ward. Thus, publishing in a predatory venue is of no undeserved harm to that aca-
demic (though there are difficulties in defining what has merit, as above). It is also 
presumably the case, according to the logic of those who believe that peer review 
works, despite the evidence to the contrary, that this material would not have found a 
home elsewhere anyway. 

If the author or authors publish brilliant work that just so happens to appear in a 
predatory venue, then certainly they have been duped out of the institutional systems 
of reward that assume that this work should have appeared in a top journal. It is also 
the case that this work remains excellent, despite the venue, and that the actual rep-
utational harm done here is perpetrated by those who brand the journal as predatory. 
If this does not occur and the work is assessed on its own merits, the problem does 
not arise. However, what does it say of our abilities to independently judge work and 
our systems of accreditation (which are actually systems to regulate the efficiency of 
scarce evaluative labour time) that we are unable to countenance good work appear-
ing in bad places? It is, in the present authors’ view, a damning indictment of those 
systems. 

When it is said, then, that predatory publishers prey on early-career researchers or 
those from outside the global North who seek reward in the Anglo-US systems, what 
is actually being assumed is that our systems of accreditation possess inadequate 
discriminatory power to spot brilliance that occurs outside the parameters we have 
defined for containers. Such a view appears deeply condescending and also carries 
an imperial legacy upon its shoulders. For it says, just as did Beall when he called 
SciELO a “publication favela” (Scientific Electronic Library Online 2015): publish in 
the venues that we respect or we will not countenance the work’s merit. 

2.2. Academic Hiring, Promotion, and Tenure Panels 

Predatory publishers put academic hiring, promotion, and tenure panels in a difficult 
position. Such panels seek correlations between the frequency of appearance of re-
search artefacts in certain venues and the appointment’s own applicant-to-position 
ratio within labour-saving frames that can serve as shorthands for a comparable 
measure of scarcity. However, to admit this is tantamount to logical suicide, since 
academics know that their ability to choose where to publish allows researchers to 
make decisions that invalidate such logic; a top academic can choose to publish bril-
liant work on a blog if she desires. No panel would ever claim that it needed such 
proxy measures, then, unless its members truly did not understand the logical dis-
connect between artefact quality and container. Such panels are far more likely to 
claim that they might use them as a ‘useful steer’ in coming to a judgement. 

Again, whether or not the work that appears in predatory journals is any good is 
the crux of the matter. If all work can universally be ruled to be bad unless it appears 
in a venue that panels deem worthwhile, then no harm is done to academic hiring 
panels since they can safely ignore predatory venues. However, it seems unlikely 
that this is true. 

If there is a possibility of good work appearing in a predatory venue – which we 
believe is possible, given how frequently it is argued that early-career researchers 
can easily be duped by such publishers – then the main harm done to academic hir-
ing panels is to obliterate the validity of their proxy measures and, therefore, their 
ability to contain evaluative labour time to a reasonable level. The logic here is the 
reason why we have seen a prominent move towards article-level metrics in the past 
few years; it is an attempt to undo the paradoxical double-bind within which panels 
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find themselves: that is, a bind of knowing that the proxies are poor but at the same 
time depending upon them to save evaluative labour time. 

Finally, if hiring panels seek peer-reviewed work, despite its flaws, then it is possi-
ble that candidates who come up against the author with an article in a predatory 
venue in a competitive hiring situation may be either disadvantaged (if the hiring 
panel is ‘fooled’ by the predatory journal) or advantaged (if the panel see through the 
scam). 

These are all fundamentally matters of online and digital abundance. If container 
brand does not act as a scarcity correlate then hiring panels find themselves in diffi-
culty. 

2.3. General Publics and Scientific Truth 

When speaking of general publics, we refer here not only to those outside the acad-
emy but those within it as well. While we have covered academic authors above, we 
here tackle harm done to academic readers as well as other readerly groups. 

The risk of nonsense contaminating the scientific record is both understated and 
overstated, in different ways. The most famous example of absolute nonsense mak-
ing it into a predatory journal is perhaps Peter Vamplew submitting a paper to the In-
ternational Journal of Advanced Computer Technology. The paper consisted solely of 
the words “get me off your fucking mailing list” repeated over and over again in vari-
ous humorous typographical layouts (Safi 2014). On the one hand, this clearly 
demonstrates an inadequate review process at this journal and it is distressing to see 
such material presented as evidence of scientific thought within an ‘academic jour-
nal’. On the other hand, the idiocy of the piece is so patently obvious a case as to 
cause disbelief that anybody would be fooled into taking this seriously. 

Academics reading work that is less patently nonsensical, though, are in a differ-
ent position of harm to the general public. Academics, as individuals, seek to use 
container brand as labour-saving devices in order to avoid reading labour (a framing 
that we credit to Geoffrey Bilder in private correspondence). There are parallels with 
the hiring panels above because, essentially, there is always more to be read than it 
is possible to read. Shorthand evaluations are, therefore, needed in order to know 
where to focus one’s scarce attention time. The aforementioned proxy measures 
usually serve as the required shorthands. 

Assuming that academics could not fall back on such proxies and had to read ma-
terial in predatory venues, what if the work being read was poor and inaccurate but 
sufficiently disguised as to appear plausible? It is possible that poor hypotheses and 
future work could be based upon fraudulent or unethical material, which would lead 
to harm. However, if individual academics are unable to spot the ramifications here, it 
is unlikely that pre-publication peer review would have seen this in advance either 
(see the infamous Wakefield et al. 1998). The more likely harm is time wasted which, 
as above, is a flaw in our systems of evaluation. 

In terms of broader general publics, the harm is potentially that of science and 
humanities work being discredited in the popular and political view. However, this 
problem is manifesting itself across all forms of digital communication under the par-
adigm known as “fake news” (The Media Insight Project 2017). Indeed, it is often ar-
gued that the world wide web has triggered a degradation of trust and allowed a pre-
viously-unknown volume of false information to flow, as opposed to an era of material 
print scarcity and cost (Taraborelli 2008). The usual argument goes that the prolifera-
tion of news sources has rendered our frames of value impotent. Stripped of borders 
that demarcate cultural authority, we are told, websites accessed through the Internet 
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– and predatory publishers with them – have allowed conspiracy theory websites to 
present themselves as peers to ‘mainstream media’ venues; a parallel to the phe-
nomenon under way in scholarly communications around predatory publishing (see 
Cochran 2016). 

This is a general part of a culture of infinite reproduction facilitated by the digital. 
Predatory publishers contribute to the loss of the demarcation of cultural authority 
within certain venues. Whether or not they contribute to a decline in the accuracy of 
the scientific record and its public understanding depends upon whether the material 
that they publish is true or false. It cannot even be claimed that such publications 
have a monopoly on publishing untrue material; The Lancet was equally guilty, albeit 
unknowingly, before it retracted the Wakefield article. One radical solution, of course, 
would be to fill predatory venues with reputable material; that is, to opt to publish in 
predatory venues. For if these venues are capable of such broad dissemination in the 
name of harm, as is claimed, then they certainly cannot be said to have no dissemi-
nation function. One of the solutions would be to use that dissemination power to 
broadcast science and humanities research that is, to the best of our flawed 
knowledge, accurate. 

It is also a red herring to blame such publication practices for an entire loss of trust 
in science and research. At least partially, the closed, subscription nature of genuine 
research in traditional toll-access journals must also play a part in any attribution of 
fault here. For, if the public cannot read work, in an era of demanded transparency, 
such occlusion is likely to trigger mistrust, no matter how misplaced. 

2.4. Funders 

As with the other groups, research funders are diverse in their approaches. They can 
range from small-scale to multi-million-dollar entities. Often, though, as with the 
Gates Foundation and the Wellcome Trust, they have adopted a hard-line on the 
publication practice of those they fund, insisting on open access. In 2017, these fun-
ders even went so far as to launch their own open access publishing platform (Butler 
2017; Grove 2017). 

Funders are in a strong position when it comes to dictating publishing terms. Quite 
simply, their argument is: take our money and you abide by our rules. Also, at the 
end of the day, the only detriment to a funder’s ability to conduct research would be a 
depletion of resources or a negative ethical standing (and even this does not always 
cause researchers to turn down funding). 

Funders have taken a variety of approaches when it comes to predatory publishing 
and there is not necessarily a consistent message between them. One funder that 
has taken a firm line is the National Research Foundation of South Africa, who wrote 
in 2017 that:  

 
The National Research Foundation (NRF) of South Afri-
ca’s peer review and adjudication system has identified a 
number of instances where applications for research 
grants, scholarships and NRF rating include publications 
in predatory journals or cite invitations by deceptive pub-
lishers to serve on editorial boards of journals. 

This practice is neither supported nor encouraged by 
the NRF as it challenges the integrity of the NRF’s scien-
tific peer review process. The use of predatory journals 
and deceptive publishers compromises the creation and 
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dissemination of rigorous scientific and scholarly work 
within the Digital and Open Access movement. 
(National Research Foundation of South Africa 2017) 

There appears to be a twofold logic within such a statement. The first is that the use 
of journals that do not have external peer review causes harm for the labour time of 
reviewers at the NRF, as for academic readers in general. The second is that the 
NRF supports the broad dissemination of research work through open channels but 
worries that researcher perception of OA will be tarnished by such operators. In other 
words, there is a social consideration among funders that the best way of maximising 
dissemination (i.e. open access) will be corrupted by predatory publishers, a view 
once shared by none other than Jeffrey Beall himself (2012). 

Likewise, in Mexico, the National Council for Science and Technology (CONA-
CYT), the country’s foremost scientific funder, explicitly bans Mexican researchers 
from submitting publications to “venues that do not guarantee rigorous peer review” 
(2017) as evidence of scholarly work when applying for funding and other financial 
stimuli. The examples provided in this category include links to Beall’s now-deleted 
list as well as conference proceedings, “electronic books without thematic coher-
ence”, self-published books, and “simple translations” (Ibid.). 

2.5. Learned Societies 

Learned and Professional Societies exist to promote disciplinary subject groups. As 
such, they are guardians of disciplinary tradition and they have often had a vexed re-
lationship to open access, since they frequently derive revenue from subscription 
publishing (Jump 2013; Eve 2014, 38-40; although see Sutton et al. 2014 for a coun-
ter-narrative). In general, Societies encounter the same harms as academic readers 
and writers because they are composed of academics. However, such Societies also 
gain political capital through their accumulated tradition and past record of eminence. 

Since the disciplines that Societies work within are self-contained cultures of eval-
uation, Societies are often deeply invested in peer review and its protection. They 
may, then, perceive a reputational harm from the deception undertaken by predatory 
publishers. At its heart, though, there is also a challenge here in that if Societies ad-
mit that they require peer review to know which work is good in the face of over-
whelming evaluative labour demands, they cede their authority to judge to container 
brands and often anonymous evaluators. 

2.6. Academic Librarians 

Academic libraries have taken an enormous economic hit over the past thirty years, 
with the total cost of ownership for all serials rising by an estimated 300% above in-
flation and actual budgets barely keeping pace with inflation (Association of Re-
search Libraries 2014). Although there are, therefore, many reasons why people ad-
vocate for open access, among librarians there resides a core attempt to stem these 
costs without creating an even broader access gap. 

There are multiple potential harms from predatory publishers to this group. For 
those librarians who have supported open access, predatory publishing is harmful 
since it degrades the general perception of open access among researchers who are 
not well-versed in debates around scholarly communications (and even among some 
who are). The drive towards traditional venues and/or away from open access as the 
answer to a crisis of legitimation also continues the concentration of economic power 
in the hands of a few large and extremely profitable publishers, which continues to 
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harm library budgets. There is also an additional labour-time burden for librarians 
when they must advise researchers on whether journals are sound. 

On the other hand, existing modes of transition to open access that incorporate 
hybrid APC payments have so far resulted only in a higher total cost of ownership for 
libraries (Pinfield et al. 2016). The low-cost options offered by predatory publishers 
look, in some perverse ways, to be enticing. They are an order of magnitude less ex-
pensive than traditional publishers; probably because the publisher labour time in-
volved in extreme selectivity is extensive and costly (although there are also open 
access journals with no author-facing charges who conduct review: there is no corre-
lation between price and quality). While some new publishers such as Ubiquity Press 
have rigorous peer review procedures and a low-cost model, others such as PLOS 
ONE have found that even operating a less selective model of review requires a high 
APC. In other words, for libraries, predatory publishing is mostly harmful but the cost 
benefits of non-selectivity, alongside knowledge that peer review doesn’t actually 
work that well, does introduce some doubts. 

2.7. Academic Publishers 

The final group to which we turn are academic publishers. It is worth noting at the 
outset that this is not a homogeneous group. There are academic publishers making 
close to 40% profit on billions of dollars of revenue and there are academic publish-
ers that are one lawsuit away from bankruptcy (Monbiot 2011; Fiormonte and Priego 
2016). There are subscription, hybrid, and pure-open-access publishers. There are 
publishers who behave reputably in line with the public statements of what they pro-
vide, and there are predatory publishers who do not. On the other hand, there are 
also publishers who are apparently reputable and who are not called “predatory” but 
who nonetheless take money for APCs while not making the work openly accessible 
(Mounce 2017a; 2017b; 2017c). Indeed, if the accusation against predatory publish-
ers is that they do not provide a service for which they charge nonetheless, many ex-
isting big-name academic publishers might also be found guilty. 

As with other stakeholders, predatory publishing has different harmful or beneficial 
effects upon different sub-groups. Generally speaking, predatory publishers have a 
beneficial effect for traditional, large, historically subscription-based publishers who 
feel threatened by new open, digital models. This is because these entities can claim 
that they are the answer to the problems of cultural authority and the erosion of its 
demarcation for which predatory publishing seems to be responsible. Large corpo-
rate entities with a track record of peer review can denounce the practices of the 
predators and, if they can amplify the problem sufficiently, are likely to see research-
ers sticking to their tried-and-trusted approach. The problems with this are the same 
as the problems for the evaluative cultural labour above; using a broad entity such as 
a publisher or a journal as an evaluation tool simply does not make sense. However, 
it is not in the interest of corporate finance to make these problems widely known, 
and denouncing predatory publishing is a good way to reinforce market position. 

On the other hand, new open access presses face much greater harm from preda-
tory publishing than their established toll-access counterparts since they will have to 
establish their credentials and reputation within a climate in which there is ongoing 
suspicion around new publishers. Nobody will ask whether Cambridge University 
Press is predatory; yet any new open-access press will have to face this question. 
Since the mechanisms of peer-review in many disciplines remain hidden, despite ex-
periments to change this (Fitzpatrick 2011), it is difficult for such entities to prove that 
their rigour (even if flawed) is equal to that found in existing publishers. Further, as 
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stigma attaches to the APC business model for gold open access, new entities find 
themselves having to justify their request for payments in ways that older organisa-
tions do not. Finally, these new entities find themselves bound to existing (flawed) 
mechanisms of double- or single-blind peer review. To experiment with models of 
peer review as a young press, in a climate of fear about predatory publishing, is to be 
bold indeed. Yet such experimentation has happened, and the publication of full re-
view reports in some venues, such as the discretionary policy at PeerJ, can go some 
way to legitimise new publishers. That said, the backlash against the deceptive prac-
tices of predatory publishers is more frequently used to legitimate the continuation of 
a damaged system of evaluation and toll-access dissemination, instead of attempting 
to experiment in order to find new ways in which we might review (Teytelman 2017). 

We would also note that there are valid broader critiques of the APC-driven gold 
open access model that are given unjust ammunition by claims of predation. The 
concentrational effects of this particular business model have long been a target for 
those in disciplinary spaces where such fees are not readily accessible, even where 
authors are generally amenable to open access (ROAPE Editors 2013). It is true that, 
without liberal waivers and other measures in place, APCs are as exclusionary on the 
supply side as the toll-access/subscription model was on the payment side. What 
predatory publishing brings to the table is extra firepower for the argument that such 
a pay-to-publish model might inherently violate the quality of academic work, as op-
posed to merely facilitating open dissemination. Once again, and to highlight this 
point, it is primarily open access that is damaged by the label of ‘predatory’ as here 
applied. 

3. Conclusion 

The debate about predatory publishers is not going to disappear. We maintain that it 
is deceptive and wrong to claim to provide a service when such service is not provid-
ed, and predatory publishers should never be defended on those grounds. 

There are many entities, though, with vested interests who stand to benefit from 
the existence of organisations that make traditional peer-review and toll-access pub-
lishing seem the only viable future path for truth. However, the actual site of question-
ing that we need to focus on is the space of research evaluation. All the evidence in-
dicates that we are not brilliant at evaluating work without some kind of frame and 
that peer review is deeply flawed. Yet at the same time we say that the main problem 
with predatory publishing is that it does not resort to peer review. It is likely that some 
readers will maintain a faith in peer review despite the above work – and that is fine. 
It is probable that peer review will catch some errors. But when we have become so 
dependent upon proxies for evaluation as a gatekeeping tool that we are willing, in 
the name of saving labour time, to exclude the possibility of good work appearing 
outside of known venues, there is something very wrong with our system of verifica-
tion. Indeed, we would say that it is a necessary harm that predatory publishing in-
flicts upon our cultures of evaluation; forcing us to look at our own reflection and to 
dislike what we see. What we believe is needed is robust debate in the spirit of en-
hancing work, rather than supposedly robust but fallible standards used as a means 
of exclusion. This could be achieved through various types of post-publication review 
approaches. 

To close with an anecdote: when one of the present authors was speaking about 
open access recently, a question came from the back of the audience. “How can we 
tell students which journals to read when some are predatory or just not part of our 
library catalogue? How will they know what is good?” It was impossible but to re-
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spond: it is our job to make people able to read critically, to find ways of evaluating 
truth wherever it is found or published (Priego 2016); not because it appeared in a 
glamorous academic journal. 
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